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A BSTRACT
Illustrations convey overall shape as well as surface detail using
certain lighting and shading principles. We investigate the use of
such an illustration-inspired lighting model to accentuate features
automatically by dynamically modulating the light position.
We apply this shading technique to accentuate detail in volumetric data. As the technique is primarily a gradient-based technique,
we discuss and compare gradient computation techniques and their
effectiveness. The technique highlights details at various levels in
the volume making use of the multiple levels of blurred gradients
computed. The results demonstrate that surface detail is accentuated regardless of the surface orientation and the size of features.
We have applied our techniques to scientific and medical data to
accentuate surfaces features in the application domains.
1

[Rusinkiewicz et al., 2006]. They observed that artists and illustrators accentuate the lighting and shading to highlight regions of
interest and draw the attention of a viewer to a certain region. Their
technique does not require any explicit feature detection and automatically enhances features in the data.
Some of the illustration principles for shaded relief,
as discussed by cartographers, that are applicable are
[Rusinkiewicz et al., 2006]:




There should not be any specular highlights or shadows in the
illustration.



The light position should seem to be towards the upper left
corner of the subject being illustrated.



The light direction is locally adjusted to best emphasize local
features.

I NTRODUCTION

Scientific illustrations have the ability to convey information based
on the intent of the illustration. Illustrators have been using lighting
and shading principles to convey overall shape information as well
as finer details regarding the surface of the subject.
Automatically generating illustrative images from scientific data
is a challenging task. Applying illustration-inspired principles to visualizing scientific data can produce expressive and insightful images. Generating effective visualizations of large datasets can be
aided by the use of such techniques that provide context as well as
are able to provide enhanced surface detail to the viewer.
Recent work in the field of illustrative computer graphics has
dealt with generating feature-enhanced images by applying techniques from the field of mapmaking and scientific illustrations
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The height of features should be exaggerated and the transitions between ridges and valleys should be accentuated.
In order to accentuate local as well as global features, the
blending between various smoothed levels is used.

In the field of volume visualization, such techniques would prove
invaluable as the datasets are large as well as highly detailed. For
example, in a medical CT scanned dataset not only is the size of a
dataset huge, but the detail of each anatomical part is crucial. Visualizing such data for exploratory as well as diagnostic purposes
is quite challenging. The use of standard techniques seems to produce either a soft, diffused visualization that conveys overall shape
information without detail, or a crisp detailed zoomed-in visualization where the context is lost.
The exaggerated shading technique with some modifications can
be applied to generate expressive images of volumetric data. For
volumes, we use the gradient of a voxel as the normal of the surface. As the effectiveness of the technique is based on the quality of

the computed gradients, we investigate the use of the linear regression based gradient computation technique that has been proven to
produce better gradients than the central differences method.
The exaggerated shading techniques are successful at accentuating regions due to their dynamically adjusted lighting direction.
This is an excellent alternative to the geometry dependent lighting
approach [Lee et al., 2005] where a light source is placed in regions
of interest to emphasize those regions to draw the viewer’s attention. This technique automatically exaggerates the surface detail
without requiring a manual/automatic placement of light sources
around each feature. This technique helps in generating expressive
images in an illustrative manner without any user input and provides the user with context as well as surface detail in the visualization. Expressive images generated in this manner will facilitate
a better exploration of the dataset and lead to increased insight.

that during ray casting the sample spacing along the ray is constant
whereas in texture-mapping based volume rendering the slices lead
to an increase in the sampling distance based on the view vector.
Raycasting has always been known for better image quality and led
to our decision of using it for our adaptation of the exaggerated
shading technique.
As the technique relies heavily on the quality of the computed
normals, use of the central differences method for computing the
gradients is limited due to the small neighborhood that it searches
during its computation. The 4D linear regression techique was introduced by Neumann et al [2000] and has been proven to more
accurately compute gradients of volumetric data. We demonstrate
and compare the results of these gradient computation techniques
in our exaggerated shading framework.
3.1

2

R ELATED W ORK

Illustrative visualization is a field of wide interest and there have
been many different approaches to generating expressive and illustrative images. Rheingans and Ebert [2001] have used gradientbased techniques to identify and accentuate features in a volume.
Kindlmann et al. [2003] introduced the ability of producing insightful images with the use of curvature based techniques to enhance
volumetric data automatically.
In volumetric datasets, the gradient serves as the normal for the
surface and is used for lighting, shading as well as enhancement
purposes. Due to its simplicity and easy of use, the central differences method is widely used in volume visualization to compute
gradients of a volume. Linear regression based gradient computation techniques [Neumann et al., 2000] though computationally expensive are better at computing the gradient for volumetric data.
Volume Rendering has been performed primarily using one of raycasting [Drebin et al., 1988], shear-warp
[Lacroute and Levoy, 1994], texture-mapping based techniques
[Cabral et al., 1994] or splatting [Westover, 1990]. There have
been discussions regarding the trade-off between image quality and
interactivity, where researchers have preferred texture-mapping
based volume rendering for its speed and raycasting for the
increased image quality. Our aim is to generate expressive images
and so we chose the raycasting approach to generate higher quality
expressive images.
3

The Shading Algorithm

As per the technique introduced in the original paper
[Rusinkiewicz et al., 2006] paper, the shading algorithm consists of the local lighting model, multiscale shading and modified
local lighting to accentuate local features.
The local lighting model is a modified cosine shading model with
an ambient term in order to prevent any self shadowing.
1
2

1 ˆ
n̂  l
2

(1)

The light source is placed in the upper left corner of the image
and n̂ denotes the gradient direction of the voxel under consideration.
Decaudin [1996] proposed a cartoon style lighting model where
the results are weighted to be closer to pure white and black. The
paper discusses the fact that soft toon shading is much more effective at enhancing the contrast between ridges and valleys. In
the original paper exaggerated shading paper they used a “soft toon
shader” that was based on these principles and is given by,
1
2

1
clamp  
2

   a  n̂  lˆ

1 1

(2)

where a is a user-selected “exaggeration” parameter. Figure 2
shows results of cosine lighting on the left image followed by three
toon-shaded images of the sphere with various settings for parameter a.

A PPROACH

The original exaggerated shading paper [Rusinkiewicz et al., 2006]
enhances ridges and valleys by using an illustrative lighting model.
It relies on preserving and accentuating the edges as they are essential to a complete and correct understanding of the underlying
data.
The technique blurs the normals at various levels and in the final
calculation considers the contribution of each level. Their technique uses Gaussian blurring to produce multiple levels of blurred
normals. In this process of blurring though, the blurring is performed without regard for boundaries between these rides and valleys. Bilateral filtering has been known to preserve edges and
boundaries in subsequent blurred representations. We used a three
dimensional version of the biltateral filtering algorithm discussed
by [Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998].
Some other limitations of the original paper [2006] are that they
used a texture-mapping based approach for their volume rendering
example. In case of texture mapping based volume rendering, the
volume rendering integral is evaluated by inserting slices orthogonal to the view vector and subsequent blending. In the raycasting
approach, the volume rendering integral is solved along the ray as
the ray traverses the volume. The difference between the two is
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Local lighting is the third component of exaggerated shading.
Instead of relying on a single light source to highlight all the features or placing multiple light sources to highlight specific features,
in this technique the light vector is modified based on the gradient
of the voxel to enhance local features.
The soft toon shading is computed using a modified version
where
ci
where



clamp  

   a  n̂i  lˆi 1  

1 1

(3)

li 

1



n̂i 

lglobal

1

 n̂i 1  lglobal  

(4)

In the above equations, ci is the color of the voxel after lighting
and shading, a is the exaggerated shading parameter, n̂i is the gradient of the voxel at the current scale, n̂i  1 is the gradient obtained
by smoothing the gradient at level i. lglobal is the light vector and
li 1 is the modified light vector taking the smoothed normals into
account. We discuss the process of smoothing normals and generating multiple levels of smoothed normals in the next section.
3.2

Multiscale shading

Large datasets have information at various levels of detail. For example, a cartographic dataset will have structural information about
an entire region, but at the same time the detail in a valley may be of
interest to a user and within that valley, there maybe more relevant
information regarding the surface of the valley. Such multiscale
detail cannot be easily captured in a single visualization using standard visualization techniques.
The paper proposes multiscale shading by using the multiple levels of blurred normals. For multiscale shading, the above lighting
calculations are performed with different levels of smoothed gradients for lighting computation. The idea is to actually compute
the light based on different smoothed levels of the surface, but in
practice smoothed versions of the gradient are used.
The smoothing of normals can be performed using a simple
gaussian smoothing algorithm around each voxel. The bilateral filtering technique [Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998] introduced for images has been known to preserve the edges while filtering out detail.
It can be formulated as [Fleishman et al., 2003]:
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In the equation for bilateral filtering, the first exponential term in
the numerator filters out noise from the data, the second exponential
term in the numerator ensure preservation of features. The second
exponential term in the denominator is for normalization.
We have extended this technique to three-dimensions for blurring the gradients to generate multiple levels of gradients for the
exaggerated shading technique. Figure 3 shows different levels
of gradients obtained using gaussian blurring and bilateral filtering. As can be seen from the images, the bilateral filtering clearly
smooths out more of the noise in the higher levels but is able to
preserve the features surrounding the eyes and nose even at higher
filtered levels.
As can be seen in figure 4, the images depict a volume rendered
image of the engine dataset obtained by the use of multi-scale shading. For the left image, the multiple levels of gradients were generated using gaussian smoothing whereas for the right image, the
multiple levels were generated using bilateral filtering. A marked
difference can be seen in the way the lower left tube of the engine
is rendered. More detail is seen in the left image that was generated
using gaussian blurring. The right image shows a more smoothed
version in that particular region. Features such as the indentation
going across the engine is clearly seen in the right image as compared to the left image.
3.3

Gradient computation techniques

The exaggerated shading technique is based on computing the accuracy of the gradients, we investigate the use of linear regression
based gradient computation in comparison with the standard central differences method. The central differences method computes
gradients by comparing voxel values along each dimension. The
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equation for computing the gradient using central differences is as
follows:


∇ f  x i  y i  zi 
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where ∇ f  xi  yi  zi  is the gradient at a location Pi and f  xi  yi  zi 
is the value at that location.
Neumann et al.[Neumann et al., 2000] introduced a 4D linear regression based method for gradient estimation which approximates
the density function in its local neighborhood with a 3D regression hyperplane. Their techniques produces smoother, high-quality
gradients that can be used for lighting, shading and other gradientbased techniques for enhancing volume visualization.
A spherical function is used to weight the contributions of neighboring voxels in the computations of the plane equation coefficients. The plane equations are:
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and the weighting function wk is inversely proportional to the
distance dk of the neighboring voxel from the current voxel. The
voxel gradient is then given by



∇f
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B
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We have previously experimented with these gradient computation techniques and found the 4D linear regression techniques to be
smoother and of higher quality [Rheingans and Ebert, 2001].
Figure 5 shows volume rendering with exaggerated shading applied to an engine dataset. The left image shows the result obtained
by using central differences, whereas the right image was obtained
with gradient computed using 4D linear regression. The left image
shows more of the surface detail of the flat surface of the engine
compared to the right image. The right image gives more information regarding the depth of features, especially the big hole situated
in the upper right region of the engine.
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Name
Sphere
Engine
UNC Brain
Tooth
CT Head
Abdomen
Human Head

1
2
∑26
k  0 wk y k

H ARDWARE ACCELERATED E XAGGERATED SHADING

With the ever-increasing capabilities of newer graphics cards, performing hardware accelerated raycasting has become possible. We
implemented the exaggerated shading technique in the fragment
shader to analyze its impact on the overall interactivity of the application. We performed some experiments with datasets of various
sizes and found a consistent 3 to 4 frames per second impact on the
overall interactivity regardless of the size of the dataset. The results
are reported in Table 1. The performance of the hardware accelerated raycasting decreases by 25-40% as regards the frames per second. As regards the percentage increase in the number of instructions in a shader that a graphics card has to execute, the shader’s
length increases by about 15%.
We believe that such results make the technique usable for realworld medical and scientific applications with large datasets.

Dimensions
64x64x64
128x128x64
128x128x72
128x128x256
256x256x112
128x256x256
256x256x256

Raycasting
14
13
13
13
12
12
12

Lit
12
12
12
12
10
11
11

Exaggerated
8
7
7
8
7
7
5
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R ESULTS

We applied the exaggerated shading technique to various volumes
from different domains. In the medical domain, the UNC brain
dataset was used as a representative dataset, since it has complex
detail of the brain that needs to be visualized. Figure 6 shows a
volume rendered image without and with exaggerated shading. Our
discussions with doctors have confirmed that such visualizations
of the gyri (folds) and the sulci (valleys) of the brain can help in
diagnosing the damage caused due to a brain stroke. They said that
it could also help in determining the extent of a brain tumor that
needs to be surgical removed.
On applying our techniques to CT scanned abdomen data, we
found the exaggerated shading technique to effectively accentuate
the surface features in the data. Figure 7 shows an image generated using exaggerated shading where the bowl-shaped indentation
in the hip bone (illiac fossa) as well as detail of the stent on the abdominal aorta can be clearly seen. Figure 8 shows a comparison of
the use of bilateral filtered and Gaussian smoothed gradients. The
left image shows bilateral filtered gradients that seem to highlight
the left illiac fossa better than the right image which is obtained
using Gaussian smoothed gradients.
We applied our technique to the domain of hurricane visualization and visualized the cloud water attribute from hurricane Katrina.
Figure 1 shows our results on applying exaggerated shading. Only
the rightmost image with the exaggerated shading shows a break
in the eyewall. Such a discontinuity can be helpful to scientists to
predict the dissipation of a hurricane.
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tures of interest without the need for placing multiple local light
sources and shows more information than using standard volume
rendering techniques for visual investigation of a dataset. The gradient computation can be performed using 4D linear regression instead of central differences to generate better gradients. The threedimensional versioan of bilateral filtering generates smoother representations of the gradients at multiple scales while preserving the
boundaries and edges in the smoothing process.
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C ONTRIBUTIONS

Our paper discusses the use of illustration-inspired lighting and
shading for volumetric datasets. The main contributions of this paper are the discussion regarding the use of raycasting instead of the
texture-mapping approach, the comparison between different gradient computation techniques and the benefits of using bilateral filtering instead of Gaussian filtering for the generation of multiple
levels of the gradients.
7

C ONCLUSION

We have applied the exaggerated shading technique to enhance volumetric features. We have demonstrated the applicability of the
techniques for the medical visualization domain as well as the hurricane domain. The exaggerated shading technique highlights fea-
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